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Abstract

Many interpretable AI approaches have been proposed
to provide plausible explanations for a model’s decision-
making. However, configuring an explainable model that ef-
fectively communicates among computational modules has
received less attention. A recently proposed shared global
workspace theory showed that networks of distributed mod-
ules can benefit from sharing information with a bottle-
necked memory because the communication constraints en-
courage specialization, compositionality, and synchroniza-
tion among the modules. Inspired by this, we propose
Concept-Centric Transformers, a simple yet effective con-
figuration of the shared global workspace for interpretabil-
ity, consisting of: i) an object-centric-based memory mod-
ule for extracting semantic concepts from input features,
ii) a cross-attention mechanism between the learned con-
cept and input embeddings, and iii) standard classification
and explanation losses to allow human analysts to directly
assess an explanation for the model’s classification reason-
ing. We test our approach against other existing concept-
based methods on classification tasks for various datasets,
including CIFAR100, CUB-200-2011, and ImageNet, and
we show that our model achieves better classification accu-
racy than all baselines across all problems but also gener-
ates more consistent concept-based explanations of classi-
fication output.

1. Introduction

Although state-of-the-art machine-learning models have
achieved remarkable performance across a wide range of
applications, their intrinsic lack of transparency due to their
many degrees of training freedom limits their usage in

safety-critical areas—such as medical diagnostics, health-
care, public infrastructure safety, and visual inspection
for civil engineering—where trustworthy domain-specific
knowledge is crucial for decision making. Recently, sev-
eral developed methods provide post hoc explanations that
identify relevant features that a trained model uses to make
predictions [58, 64, 70, 78], but these are commonly crit-
icized for focusing only on low-level features [1, 43, 44,
79]. In contrast, intrinsically interpretable models [67]
have been proposed to make decisions based on human-
understandable “concepts,” the foundation of domain exper-
tise [1,6,12,13,25,32,42,43,45,50,65,91,94]. The gap be-
tween post hoc explainability and intrinsically interpretable
models is also discussed in the NLP community concern-
ing interpreting attention mechanisms [3]. In particular, the
debate over what degree of interpretability can be ascribed
to attention weights over input tokens still needs to be set-
tled to help meet the need for interpretability of attention
mechanisms [1, 9, 40, 71, 86].

Ideally, an intrinsically interpretable model will generate
explanations that are compositions of individually meaning-
ful modules. Modular explanations may improve the hu-
man understanding, and natural neuronal systems that con-
tinue to inspire AI development are often described as hav-
ing modular architectures themselves [4, 5, 8, 66]. Thus,
structuring algorithms to promote learning of modular la-
tent structures may also lead to better overall performance.
Motivated by improving modularity in interpretable mod-
els, we propose the Concept-Centric Transformer (CCT), a
framework of intrinsically interpretable models inspired by
the Shared Global Workspace (SGW) [30], a new concep-
tual framework meant to generally encourage modularity by
forcing parallel specialized components to compete for bot-
tlenecked access to a shared memory. The configuration of
CCT allows trained models to have simple, modular struc-
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tures that can extract semantic concepts with or without the
guidance of ground-truth explanations of the concepts.

In what follows, we frame our CCT as a novel exten-
sion of the SGW concept to interpretable model develop-
ment, and we describe how CCT is implemented using three
key components: i) Concept-Slot-Attention (CSA) mod-
ule that interfaces with image embedding from a backbone
model and produces a set of task-dependent embeddings for
concepts, ii) Cross-Attention (CA) module that generates
classification outputs using cross-attention between input
features and the CSA module’s embeddings, and iii) spe-
cialized loss penalties, including Explanation Loss, when
expert’s knowledge can be leveraged, and Sparsity Loss,
an entropy-based loss to enforce the sparsity to determine
the importance of features during training. The CCT archi-
tecture is designed to augment existing deep-learning back-
bones to add explainability to them. Consequently, we val-
idate our approach on three image benchmark datasets—
CIFAR100 Super-class [23], CUB-200-2011 [83], and Ima-
geNet [19]—combining it with various deep-learning back-
bones, such as Vision Transformer (ViT) [22], Swin Trans-
former (SwinT) [55], and ConvNeXt [56].

2. Related Work
Significant advances have recently been made in devis-

ing explainable and interpretable models to measure the im-
portance of individual features for predictive output. The
post hoc analysis is one general approach to analyzing a
trained model by matching explanations to classification
outputs [1, 58, 64]. For example, activation maximiza-
tion [62, 81, 92] and saliency visualization [70, 78, 80] are
well-known methods for CNNs. Attention-based inter-
pretable approaches have also been introduced to identify
the most relevant parts of the input that the network focuses
on when making a decision [24, 26, 27, 37, 96–99].

In addition, designing methods that explain predictions
with high-level, human-understandable concepts [6, 12, 13,
25, 32, 42, 43, 45, 50, 65, 89, 91, 94] is one of the recent ad-
vancements in the field of interpretability. These intrinsi-
cally interpretable methods focus on identifying common
activation patterns in the nodes of the last layer of the neu-
ral network corresponding to human-understandable cate-
gories or constraining the network to learn such concepts.
Among them, our work is most similar to Concept Trans-
formers (CTs) [65], a framework that learns high-level con-
cepts defined with a set of related dimensions. Those con-
cepts, which can be part-specific or global, typically can
boost the performance of the learning task while offering
explainability at no additional cost to the network. How-
ever, that approach relies on extracting concepts based on
provided image patches even though each image patch may
be an unreliable predictor of high-level concepts. Our
CCT formulation generalizes this approach beyond image

patches.
Historically, it has been argued that it is better to build an

intelligent system from many interacting specialized mod-
ules rather than a single “monolithic” entity to deal with a
broad spectrum of conditions and tasks [29, 59, 66]. Thus,
there has been significant effort on synchronization be-
tween computationally specialized modules via a shared
global workspace [16,31,39,60,69]. Furthermore, work on
the integration of modular computational architectures with
working memories takes inspiration from biology, neuro-
science, and cognitive science [35, 36, 63, 87]. The recently
proposed shared global workspace [30] shows how to uti-
lize the attention mechanism to encourage the most helpful
information to be shared among neural modules in modern
AI frameworks. This approach is the inspiration for our
use of an explicit working memory in the CCT to improve
the generalization of Transformer- and object-centric-based
models in the context of explainable models.

3. Preliminary
The Shared Global Workspace in AI Models. In-
spired by the Global Workspace Theory (GWT) from
cognitive science [2, 17, 18, 72–75], the Shared Global
Workspace (SGW) [30] explores how GWT can be mani-
fested in modern AI models to possess communication and
coordination schemes where several sparsely communicat-
ing specialists (specific computing modules dealing with
the input) interact via a shared workspace (a shared working
memory module). To do so, the transformer and slot-based
methods were extended by adding a shared workspace and
allowing the modules to compete for write access in each
computational stage (Fig. 1). Replacing pairwise commu-
nications among the modules with interaction facilitated by
the shared workspace allows for: i) higher-order interaction
among the modules, ii) dynamic filtering due to the mem-
ory persistence, and iii) computational sophistication of us-
ing shared workspace for synchronizing different special-
ists. Motivated by the SGW, we aim to discover an efficient
configuration for intrinsically interpretable AI frameworks
and propose a simple but efficient way of interacting be-
tween a shared working space and specialists to improve
interpretability and performance.

Variants of Slot-Attention. Due to its simple yet effec-
tive design, Slot-Attention (SA) [57] has gained significant
attention in unsupervised object-centric learning to mimic
the development of symbolic understanding in human cog-
nition. The iterative attention mechanism allows SA to learn
and compete between slots for explaining parts of the input,
showing a soft clustering effect on visual inputs [57]. How-
ever, as revealed by recent studies, the vanilla SA module
as innately limited in that: i) the random initialization for
slots hampers addressing object-binding in input and ii) it
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Figure 1. The shared global workspace [30] emerges from three
steps: 1) A collection of computational modules (or specialists)
perform standard processing, and a subset of the specialists be-
comes active at a particular computational stage depending upon
the input; 2) The active specialist writes information in a shared
working memory module (or shared workspace); 3) The updated
contents of the workspace are broadcast to all specialists. We
explore how these steps can be used to add explainability in AI
frameworks. The generic figure above is inspired by [30, Fig. 1].

heavily depends on hyperparameter tuning so that it cannot
generally be applicable in many domains. Thus, some vari-
ants of SA, including I-SA [10] and BO-QSA [41], have
been proposed recently to address those issues1.

There are several existing examples on leveraging slot-
based methods in explainable models to extract semantic
concepts [49, 84]. However, few studies have emphasized
the perspective of modular architecture to foster commu-
nication between the slot-based model and other modules.
We leverage the three SA variants above as the shared
workspace of the SGW and explore how to encourage the
interactions among them to achieve better interpretability
and performance.

4. Concept-Centric Transformers
For supervised classification tasks, we introduce

Concept-Centric Transformers (CCTs), an instantiation of
the SGW for configuring an intrinsically interpretable
model, and we will describe the connection between the
SGW steps (Fig. 1) and our formulation. Our model con-
sists of: i) Concept-Slot-Attention (CSA) module that acts
as a shared memory module and extracts the latent con-
cept embedding specific to each batch of input, ii) Cross-
Attention (CA) module for broadcasting between input em-
bedding and the extracted concept embedding from the
CSA module so that it produces classification output as well
as faithful and plausible concept-based explanations and en-
courages pairwise interactions among them, and iii) special-
ized losses, including Explanation Loss and Sparsity Loss,

1We omit details of their technical differences as they are out of scope.

which is our information broadcast scheme to encourage in-
terpretability. The CCT architecture, summarized in Fig. 2,
is described in the following sections. Further details, in-
cluding limitations (Appendix D), are given in the appendix.

4.1. Between Specialists and the Shared Workspace

Following the general structure of the SGW, we lever-
age specialists, which are the computational modules of our
backbone, and a shared workspace by utilizing slot-based
methods in our CSA module, including SA [57], I-SA [10],
and BO-QSA [41]. Because of the modularity in our for-
mulation, those three SA variants are interchangeable, and
we demonstrate the performance comparison among them
in our experiments. We use a conventional key–query–value
attention mechanism to implement the competition between
specialists to write into the workspace, similar to the SGW.
The CSA module encodes a set of L input feature vectors E
into concept representations Sconcept, which we refer to as
concept slots.

Concept Binding Specific to Each Input Batch. With
the number of concepts C, the concept slots Sconcept ∈
RC×d first perform competitive attention [57] on the input
features E ∈ RL×D. For this, we apply linear projection
qCSA on the concept slots to obtain the queries and projec-
tions kCSA and vCSA on the inputs to obtain the keys and the
values, all having the same size d 2. Then, we perform a dot
product between the queries and keys to get the attention
matrix ACSA ∈ RC×L. In ACSA, each entry ACSA

c,l is the at-
tention weight of concept slot c for attending over the input
vector l. We normalize ACSA by applying softmax across
concept slots, i.e., along the axis C. This implements a form
of competition among slots for attending to each input l.

We then seek to group and aggregate the attended in-
puts and obtain the attention readout for each concept slot.
Intuitively, this represents how much the attended inputs
contribute to semantically representing each concept. For
this, we normalize the attention matrix ACSA ∈ RC×L

along the axis L and multiply it with the input values
vCSA(E) ∈ RL×d. This produces the attention readout
in the form of a matrix U ∈ RC×d where each row
uc ∈ Rd is the readout corresponding to concept slot c;
ACSA = softmaxC(q

CSA(Sconcept)·kCSA(E)⊤/
√
d), ACSA

c,l =

ACSA
c,l /

∑L
l=1 A

CSA
c,l , and U = ACSA · vCSA(E). We use

the readout information obtained from concept binding
and update each concept slot. The aggregated updates U
are finally used to update the concept slots via a learned
recurrent function, for which we use a Gated Recurrent
Unit (GRU) [14] with d hidden units so that Sconcept =
GRU(Sconcept,U). The processes above form one refine-
ment iteration. The concept slots obtained from the last iter-

2For simplicity, embedding size d is shared equally in our method.
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(a) Concept-Centric Transformers via a Shared Workspace (b) Interpretable Broadcast to Specialists

Figure 2. Overall architecture of Concept-Centric Transformers (CCTs). (a) The CCT (in a solid gray line) is a drop-in replacement for
the classifier head of any backbone architecture, such as a ViT or a CNN, and consists of two modules: (1) Concept-Slot-Attention module
and (2) Cross-Attention module. (b) The process of training uses losses to induce an interpretable broadcast scheme.

ation are considered final. The overall module is described
in Algorithm 1 in pseudo-code in Appendix B.

4.2. Broadcast Updated Memories to Specialists

At this stage of the SGW, each specialist must up-
date its status using information broadcast from the shared
workspace. We also leverage the cross-attention mechanism
(called the CA module) to make specialists queries (step 3
in Figs 1 and 2) and perform dot products between them
and the values from the updated concept slots to update the
state of each specialist. However, because we aim to config-
ure an interpretable model and perform classification tasks,
we modify the iterative process by combining it with our
desired downstream classification task: i) guided by expert
knowledge if ground-truth concept explanations are avail-
able, or ii) using only sparsity loss to enforce minimizing
the entropy of the broadcasting information.

A set of L input feature vectors E ∈ RL×D are re-
used with a linear projection qCA to attain the queries,
and projections kCA and vCA are applied to the extracted
concept slots with position embedding Ŝ from the CSA
module. The resulting keys and values are used in
a cross-attention mechanism with the queries, and the
cross-attention then outputs an attention weight ACA =

softmaxL

(
qCA(E) · kCA(Ŝconcept)⊤/

√
d
)

∈ RL×C be-
tween each patch–concept slot pair. The final output of the
CA module is the product obtained by multiplying the at-
tention map ACA, the values vCA(Ŝconcept) ∈ RC×d, and an
output matrix O ∈ Rd×nc that projects onto the (unnormal-
ized) nc logits over the output classes and then averaging

over input features3; that is, for i = 1, . . . , nc,

logiti =
1

L

∑L
l=1 A

CA
l · vCA(Ŝconcept) ·O:,i (1)

So, given an input x to the network, the conditional proba-
bility of output class i ∈ {1, . . . , nc} is:

Pr(i|x) = softmaxi

(∑C
c=1 βcγc(x)

)
(2)

with βc components βci := (vCA(Ŝconcept) · O)c,i where
γc(x) are non-negative relevance scores that depend on x
through the averaged attention weights; that is, γc(x) =

(1/L)
∑L

l=1 A
CA
l,c. We can interpret the equations above

from the two following perspectives:

1) Faithful Concept-slot-based Explanations by Design.
The CA module output is a multinomial logistic regression
model over positive variables γc(x) that measures the con-
tribution of each concept slot. Faithfulness is the degree
to which explanation reflects the decision and aims to en-
sure that the explanations are indeed explaining model op-
eration [33,48]. As shown in [65], the result of the CA mod-
ule follows the linear relation between the value vectors and
the classification logits and comes from the design choices
of computing outputs from the value matrix vCA(Ŝconcept)

through the linear projection vCA(Ŝconcept)·O and aggregat-
ing patch contributions by averaging. So, our CA module is
also guaranteed to be faithful by design by satisfying Propo-
sition 1 in [65] and the technical definitions of faithfulness
from [1].

3For simplicity, we describe a single-head attention model here; a
multi-head version [82] is available and is also used in our experiments.
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2) Dynamic State Update for Specialists with Informa-
tion Broadcast. In the original definition of the SGW,
ACA · vCA(Ŝconcept) is the formal computation of the update
for specialists (step 3 from [30, Sec 2.1]). Instead of apply-
ing an additional iterative process of updating specialists,
Eqs 1 and 2 are to produce classification outputs using the
weight O. So, the attention mask ACA can contain not only
information from the updated memory but also classifica-
tion error. Furthermore, by directly manipulating the mask
ACA, we finally define explanation loss and sparsity loss to
enhance the model’s explainability.

4.3. Training Objectives for Interpretability

Plausibility by Construction with Explanation Loss.
Plausibility refers to how convincing the interpretation is to
humans [9,33]. To provide plausible human-understandable
explanations, we leverage the idea of explicitly guiding the
attention heads to focus on concepts in the input based on
domain expertise that are important for correctly classify-
ing the input. Similar to [20], given a desired distribution of
attention H provided by domain knowledge, the attention
weights from the CA module of the CCT ACA are used as a
regularization term by adding an explanation cost to the ob-
jective function that is proportional to Lexpl = ∥A−H∥2F ,
where ∥·∥ is the Frobenius norm. The ground-truth expla-
nation H can indicate global (e.g., sub-class or dominant
attribute of a bird) or spatial/image-patch-level information
(e.g., eye color of a bird). Below, we demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of this loss in the experiments of CIFAR100 Super-
class and CUB-200-2011.

Sparsity Loss based on Entropy. The advantage of
richer, more informative labels can increase interpretabil-
ity, but this comes at the expense of additional annota-
tion effort. A methodology that can bypass this trade-off
would be particularly worthwhile. We can attain this ca-
pability through our configuration that involves interactions
between specialists and a shared workspace. We introduce
the sparsity loss based on minimizing the entropy of the at-
tention mask ACA; Lsparse = H(A) = H(a1, . . . , a|A|) =
(1/|A|)

∑
i −ai · log(ai). This loss can be used in the ex-

periments with/without the ground-truth explanations.

Final Loss. Thus, the final loss to train the model be-
comes L = Lcls+λexplLexpl+λsparseLsparse, where Lcls

denotes the conventional classification loss. Notice that the
constant λexpl ≥ 0 controls the relative contribution of the
explanation loss to the total loss so our model can be ap-
plied with ground-truth explanations (λexpl > 0) or without
them (λexpl = 0). Finally, the constant λsparse handles the
intensity of sparsity loss. Our experiments demonstrate that
our model can perform well without using additional com-
plicated losses, such as contrastive or reconstruct losses.

Model F.C. Acc. (%) S.C. Acc. (%)

Vanilla ResNet† NA 83.2±0.2

Vanilla ViT-T NA 86.2±0.3

Hierarchical Model† 71.2±0.2 84.7±0.1

DL2† [23] 75.3±0.1 84.3±0.1

MultiplexNet† [34] 74.4±0.2 85.4±0.3

PIP-Net [61] NA 83.9±0.2

ProtoPFormer [89] NA 81.7±0.1

ProtoPool [68] NA 82.9±0.4

ProtoPNet [11] NA 82.3±0.1

Deform-ProtoPNet [21] NA 83.7±1.0

BotCL [84] NA 56.9±10

CT [65] 73.3±2.9 92.1±0.2

CCT: ViT-T+SA 80.3±0.4 92.6±0.1

CCT: ViT-T+I-SA 83.3±0.1 92.8±0.1

CCT: ViT-T+BO-QSA 83.4±0.1 93.0±0.1

Table 1. Test accuracy on fine-grained class (F.C.) and super-
class (S.C.) label prediction on CIFAR100. Notice that the clas-
sification of super-classes and fine-grained classes are performed
simultaneously and that this kind of experiment can be done in
deep learning with constraints, but our method and CT are only
among concept-based approaches. † indicates results from [34].

5. Experiments

We evaluate the performance of our CCT on three
distinct datasets: CIFAR100 Super-class [23], CUB-200-
2011 [83], and ImageNet [19]. Specific objectives guide the
selection of these datasets. Firstly, the CIFAR100 Super-
class is a testing ground to demonstrate our model’s excep-
tional capabilities under fully supervised conditions, where
complete global concept explanations are available. Sec-
ondly, CUB-200-2011 acts as an intermediary dataset, al-
lowing us to showcase our model’s prowess in both super-
vised and unsupervised explanation setups. Lastly, we chal-
lenge our CCT with the ImageNet dataset, which represents
a fully unsupervised scenario due to the absence of concept
explanations. Despite this hurdle, we adapt our model to
achieve remarkable performance even without any concept
explanations. This comprehensive setup underscores our
CCT’s adaptability and versatility across various use cases,
visual backbones, and data scenarios. Our experimental re-
sults are robustly validated through three different random
seeds and 95% confidence intervals, with additional details
provided in Appendix C.

5.1. Evaluation on CIFAR100 Super-class

The CIFAR100 Super-class dataset is a variant of the CI-
FAR100 [47] image dataset. It consists of 100 fine-grained
classes (F.C.) of images that are further grouped into 20
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super-classes (S.C.). For instance, the five fine-grained
classes baby, boy, girl, man, and woman belong to the super-
class people. Since the introduction of deep-learning mod-
els with logical constraints [23], this dataset has been used
as one of the benchmark datasets to assess the effectiveness
of embedding the constraints into neural networks (in-depth
surveys can be found in [15, 28]). Our study highlights that
the concepts within our CCT (and closely related CT [65])
can be understood as constraints, with differences outlined
in Appendix C.4. We leverage individual fine-grained im-
age classes as global concept explanations for a multi-class
prediction task with 20 super-classes, employing a Vision
Transformer-Tiny (ViT-T)4 as the backbone5.

Following [34], our CCT’s performance is compared
against three baseline groups. The first group includes
vanilla backbone models like Wide ResNet 28-10 [93] and
ViT-T. The second group involves neural-network models
with logical constraints, including Hierarchical Model [34],
DL2 [23], and MultiplexNet [34]. The third group com-
prises concept-based explainable models; except for CT,
these models cannot handle both fine-grained and super-
class tasks concurrently. For our CCT’s CSA module, we
configure three SA variants—SA, I-SA, and BO-QSA—
with the backbone and evaluate fine-grained class accuracy
by comparing ground-truth concept explanations with top-1
predicted concepts based on the resulting attention scores.

Table 1 presents the experimental outcomes, showing
our CCT’s substantial outperformance of all baselines. It
significantly enhances ViT-T’s backbone performance and
achieves a remarkable increase in fine-grained class accu-
racy compared to CT. Notably, CT performs less effec-
tively than logic-constraint-based approaches, highlighting
our module’s superior role in shaping global concepts.

Figure 3 shows two examples that demonstrate where
our CCT’s concept learning excels both quantitatively and
qualitatively over CT. CT’s poor fine-grained class accu-
racy might be the result of making hallucinations to greed-
ily achieve super-class accuracy without forming sound la-
tent concepts. Though both models correctly classify super-
classes on the shown examples, the explanatory decision-
making processes perform entirely differently in the two
models. Although the ground-truth class of the left image
in Fig. 3 is boy, the best-matching class concept with the
highest attention score by CT was baby, which is the incor-
rect fine-grained class but also belongs to the correct super-
class people. In the right example image, we observe a sim-
ilar behavior of CT. In contrast, our CCT’s predicted con-
cepts for both examples correctly match their ground-truth
fine-grained classes with sparser concept attention scores

4For this experiment, Swin Transformer and ConvNeXt were not used
as a backbone for our model because the number of parameters of two
models (both SwinT-T and ConvNeXt-T are 28M) is larger than one of
ViT-T.

5For global concepts, we use the embedding of the CLS token as inputs.

Figure 3. Comparison of class predictions for CT [65] and CCT
(“Ours”) in examples where both make correct CIFAR100 super-
class predictions. The 100 classes are indexed from 1 (top left in
10x10 grid) to 100 (bottom right in 10x10 grid). (Left) Ground-
truth class label is boy (12), but CT mispredicted as baby (3),
whereas CCT’s prediction is correct. (Right) Ground-truth label is
shark (84), but CT incorrectly selects ray (78) whereas CCT again
makes a correct class prediction.

than CT. Further details and results are described in Ap-
pendix C.4.

5.2. Evaluation on CUB-200-2011

The CUB-200-2011 [83] dataset comprises 11,788 bird
images categorized into 200 species. Each image is an-
notated with various discrete concepts, e.g., the shape of
the beak, or the color of the body, aiding species identi-
fication. The dataset involves 312 concepts distributed un-
evenly across images, so we utilize a pre-processing method
from [65] to address this. Additional results and details are
described in Appendix C.5.

With Concept Explanations. We consider a real-world
scenario where many-to-many and non-deterministic rela-
tionships between concepts and outputs exists, along with a
mix of global and spatially localized concepts. We use CSA
and CA modules within CCT to handle both global and
spatial concepts, averaging their logits for interpretability.
We use various backbones, including ViT [22], Swin Trans-
former (SwinT) [55], and ConvNeXt [56] for this dataset.
We use the embeddings of the tokenized image patches,
while as input to the CCT in charge of the concepts, we
use the embedding of the CLS token.

In Table 2, we compare our CCT with other methods
based on Multi-stage (i.e., complex training) and End-to-
end (i.e., training with backpropagation) training. All of
the configurations of our CCT achieve over 87% classifica-
tion accuracy, clearly outperforming other approaches. This
confirms that the overall configuration of CCT enhances
classification performance. Notably, our model surpasses
non-interpretable baselines (B-CNN) and methods requir-
ing complex training.

Figure 4 highlights the distinction between CT and our
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Method Test Accuracy (%)

Multi-
stage

Part R-CNN: 76.4 PS-CNN: 76.2 PN-CNN: 85.4
SPDA-CNN: 85.1 PA-CNN: 82.8 MG-CNN: 83.0
2-level attn.: 77.9 FCAN: 82.0 Neural const.: 81.0
ProtoPNet: 84.8 Deform-ProtoPNet : 86.5 PIP-net : 84.3±0.2

End-
to-
end

B-CNN: 85.1 CAM: 70.5 DeepLAC: 80.3
ST-CNN: 84.1 MA-CNN: 86.5 RA-CNN: 85.3
CEM: 77.1 ProtoPFormer: 84.9 CT (w/w.o): 86.4±0.2/75.4±0.3

CCT
(ours)

ViT-L+SA: 90.0±0.3 ViT-L+I-SA: 90.3±0.3 ViT-L+BO-QSA: 90.3±0.1

SwinT-L+SA: 90.7±0.02 SwinT-L+I-SA : 90.9±0.4 SwinT-L+BO-QSA (w/w.o): 91.2±0.2/90.9±0.4

ConvNeXt-L+SA: 87.8±0.3 ConvNeXt-L+I-SA: 89.3±0.6 ConvNeXt-L+BO-QSA : 89.4±0.4

Table 2. Performance comparison on CUB-200-2011. For B-CNN [53], Part R-CNN [96], PS-CNN [37], PN-CNN [7], SPDA-CNN [95],
PA-CNN [46], MG-CNN [85], 2-level attn. [88], FCAN [54], Neural const. [76], ProtoPNet [12], CAM [98], DeepLAC [52], ST-CNN [38],
MA-CNN [97], and RA-CNN [24], performance from [65]. For ProtoPFormer [89] and CEM [94], best performance directly from
their works. For CT [65] and CCT, results from our evaluation. The number of parameters of the backbone we use is: 307M (ViT-L),
197M (SwinT-L), and 197M (ConvNeXt-L). (w/w.o) indicates the performance with/without ground-truth concept explanations.

Figure 4. Prediction comparison between CT and our CCT with
ground-truth explanation. (Left) All CT’s predictions are incor-
rect. The highlighted explanations in purple are key attributes typ-
ically present when correctly classifying Pelagic Cormorant,
the incorrect label. (Right) Our CCT’s predictions are correct.

CCT, illustrating that CT lacks learning global concepts.
We emphasize concepts with the highest attention scores
in all images. The figure shows a case where the CT’s
predictions were completely incorrect by converging to the
single wrong label. Although the ground-truth class of
the images was Brandt Cormorant, all CT’s predic-
tions were Pelagic Cormorant. Furthermore, the at-
tributes CT used to make the incorrect classification in-
cluded a subset of attributes (purple-colored attributes in
Fig. 4) typically associated with correct predictions of the
incorrect Pelagic Cormorant label. Thus, the image-
patch-centric CT hallucinates key aspects associated with
incorrect labels, whereas our CCT shows more robust con-

cept explanations of correct classifications.

Without Concept Explanations. Although the domain
expert’s knowledge is the most effective tool for guiding
a model’s explainability, the pre-precessing step to define
the visual concepts for tasks may require time-consuming
labeling and rely on human judgment. Importantly, we
demonstrate that our CCT also works effectively without
concept explanations, a capability not shared by other mod-
els. We can easily set up our loss with λexpl = 0 (Final Loss
defined in section 4.3) and evaluate our model as the same
hyperparameter setups of the experiment with explanation
using only classification loss and sparsity loss.

In Table 2, our CCT’s best configuration (Swin-L+BO-
QSA) without explanation achieved 90% test accuracy,
which is very marginal compared to the one with explana-
tion. In contrast, CT can also be trained without explana-
tion, but its performance is starkly degraded.

Figure 5 visualizes the activation of the learned latent
concepts in our model from the dataset. Following [84], we
additionally trained our CCT by setting the number of class
labels (n) to 50 and the number of latent concepts (k) to
20. The figure showcases five latent concepts—7, 3, 19, 5,
and 4. In our experimental results, we identified key con-
cepts that CCT focuses on when classifying bird images.
Concept 7 focuses on the beak and upper torso, while Con-
cept 3 considers multiple features like the beak, eyes, and
tail. Concept 19 captures unique head and feather struc-
tures, Concept 5 outlines the bird’s entire body, and Concept
4 isolates birds from complex backgrounds. These demon-
strate the model’s nuanced focus and classification skills,
even in an unsupervised environment where we don’t have
access to its concept explanation.
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Figure 5. The activation of latent concepts learned from CUB-200-
2011 and examples showing each latent concept. Further results
can be found in Appendix C.5.

Model Test Acc. (%)

Vanilla ViT-S 83.3±0.2

ProtoPFormer(Deit-B) [89] 83.4±2.2

ProtoPool [68] (ResNet-101) 76.5±0.8

ProtoPNet [11] (ResNet-101) 77.7±0.3

Deform-ProtoPNet [21] (ResNet-101) 76.1±0.3

CT [65] (ViT-S) 27.0±0.2

BotCL† [84] (ResNet-101) 83.0

CCT: ViT-S+SA 76.3±0.2

CCT: ViT-S+I-SA 83.6±0.2

CCT: ViT-S+BO-QSA 83.7±0.2

Table 3. Test accuracy on ImageNet. We used the first 200
classes following [84]. † indicates the best result from [84].
The number of parameters is: 22M (ViT-S), 45M (ResNet-101),
50M (ConvNeXt-S), and 86M (Deit-B).

5.3. Evaluations on ImageNet

Finally, to validate that our model can learn latent con-
cepts without explanations, we tested CCT on ImageNet
following the approach in [84]. We used the relatively small
ViT (ViT-S) as the backbone6. Additional results and details
are in Appendix C.6.

Table 3 shows ImageNet classification performance. The
combination of ViT-S with BO-QSA in the experiment has
the best performance, achieving 83.7% test accuracy de-
spite using a small-sized backbone, which meets or sur-
passes the performance of other SOTA methods—including
some concept-based approaches that were not applicable or
achieved very poor performance.

In addition, we trained a simple CCT model by setting
the number of classes (n) to 20 and the number of latent
concepts (k) to 10 as in [84] to visualize the consistency
of the learned concepts. Figure 6 depicts five concepts we

6We avoided using a backbone larger than ResNet-101 (45M), which
excluded SwinT-S (50M) and ConvNeXt-S (50M).

Figure 6. The activation of latent concepts learned from ImageNet
and examples showing each latent concept. Further results can be
found in Appendix C.6.

selected and five pairs of representative images for each la-
tent concept learned from ImageNet. Our CCT shows that it
excels in isolating and emphasizing specific object features
across various concepts. Concept 10 isolates hen contours
by highlighting the background, while Concept 8 focuses
on birds’ ventral regions. Concept 3 skillfully segregates
fish components, Concept 5 captures shark oral regions,
and Concept 6 outlines goldfish shapes. CCT’s capabili-
ties in contouring and highlighting semantically meaning-
ful areas surpass those of existing models. It also excels in
unsupervised image retrieval, clustering semantically sim-
ilar images together as evident in Fig. 6. This showcases
the strength of our concept-centric approach in generating
semantically coherent results.

6. Conclusions
We proposed Concept-Centric Transformers, an intrinsi-

cally interpretable model via a Shared Global Workspace,
allowing for achieving better interpretability, performance,
and versatility for when expert knowledge is available or
not. A natural future research direction is to extend the
concept extraction module to acquire composable “pieces”
of knowledge [77] and then learn the underlying compo-
sition rules or mechanisms relating the acquired pieces to
each other. Those rules can be captured formally, as with
first-order logic [6]. It is also promising to investigate other
applications, such as model debugging and medical-image
diagnosis.
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